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After introducing the notion of “dynamical interpretation functor” to provide a general 
methodology for nonlinear state-space description, we define the Hankel matrix for an 
arbitrary adjoint system. This returns the usual definition for linear systems, but also 
applies to sequential machines, group machines, and bilinear machines. We provide 
row-recurrence and column-recurrence criteria for the “fmite-dimensional” realizability 
of a Hankel matrix. Finally, we introduce the concept of subquotient ascendancy to 
define an absolute notion of finite rank in terms of which we analyze partial realizations 
of Hankel matrices. 
Contents. Introduction. Part I. The Basic Methodology. 1. A Methodology for Nonlinear State- 
Space Description. 2. Adjoint Systems. 3. The Definition of the Hankel Matrix. Part II. Recurrence 
Comfitions. 4. Absolute Finiteness and Relative Rank. 5. Recurrence. Part III. Subquotient Ascemf- 
ancy. 6. Motivation. 7. Subquotients. 8. An Absolute Notion of Finite Rank. 9. Partial Realization. 
Appendices. A. Coequalisers and Image Factorization. B. Noetherian and Artinian Objects. 
In setting forth foundations for systems theory, one must first confront the question: 
“What is a system I” The answer generally requires a botanical phase to collect examples 
followed by an inductive phase in which a general definition is brought forth that en- 
compasses the examples. We initially introduced [4] a general notion of “machine in a 
category” which encompassed the examples of sequential machine, linear machine and 
tree automaton. Later study led to the more specialized notion of “adjoint system” which 
did not include tree automata but nonetheless encompasses sequantial machines, linear 
machines, group machines, internally bilinear machines and many other examples as set 
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forth in [ql. (This notion of adjoint system is related to the work of Bainbridge [lo], 
and is more general than the machines in a closed monoidal category of Ehrig [13] and 
Goguen [17].) T. J. T am drew our attention to the interest of testing this general notion 
of adjoint system by seeing whether it would support the notion of Hankel matrix in a 
way that specialized naturally to the familiar linear case [23] but which also gave an 
appropriate theory for bilinear systems [14,21, 281. W e h ave in fact developed a general 
notion of Hankel matrix. A companion paper [9] uses this notion to explore the algorithmic 
nature of the passage from limited observations on the input/output behavior of an 
adjoint system to a minimal realization which meets those observations. The present 
paper (which can be read without reference to our other papers, save for a few proofs) 
develops a methodology for nonlinear state-space description, and then introduces 
various categorical notions of finiteness and rank to explore recurrence conditions and 
subquotient ascendancy conditions for the Hankel matrix of an adjoint system. 
The paper does require background knowledge of a number of basic concepts from 
category theory including those of product, coproduct and image factorization as treated 
in such texts as [7, 251. The following table may help orient the reader: 
General Specialization to the 
concept category of sets 
Specialization to the 
category of vector spaces 
product, n At Cartesian product Cartesian product 
coproduct, u A, disjoint union weak direct sum 
image factorization 8 = surjective maps, 8 = surjective linear maps 
system (8, A) d = injective maps &Z = injective linear maps 
image factorization f = em, e onto, f = em, e surjective, 
m one-to-one m injective 
The paper also requires a basic familiarity with linear system theory [23] while a 
knowledge of sequential machines and bilinear systems would also prove helpful. 
The genesis of the current research may be found in the interaction between automata 
theory and control theory in the 1960’s [2] which culminated in Kalman’s abstract 
realization theory for linear systems [23]. This theory is based on viewing a system as an 
algebraic structure with a dynamical interpretation, with reachability and observability 
expressed naturally in terms of the algebraic structure. A key idea was Zeiger’s fill-in 
lemma [29] which is in fact a case of the categorical notion of image factorization which 
dates back to [24] and, in the form used in this paper, to [20]. 
For sequential machines, the input is a sequence u, . . . u, from U*, the free monoid 
generated by U. In Kalman’s theory, the input to a linear machine is an infinite input 
history . . . u(- j) ,.. u(- 1) u(0) of past inputs only finitely many of which are nonzero. 
The set r of such histories is a vector space. Since each element q... u, of U* may be 
viewed as the element . . . O... Our... U, of r, the success with the algebraic theory of linear 
systems might have been seen to support the conjecture that the input structure for 
any algebraically defined system would essentially be U* “with suitable algebraic 
structure added”. The falsity of this was shown by Arbib [3], who demonstrated that an 
adequate algebraic realization theory for group machines [l I] required an input structure 
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radically different from U*. Later work on “machines in a category” [4] gave a very 
general characterization of what such an input structure must be, but has neglected the 
question of how this input structure is related to the “real” input structure which remains 
U*-any use of a physical discrete-time system involves exposing it to a finite sequence 
of inputs. We resolve this question with our notion of a “dynamical interpretation 
functor” in Section 1. Our presentation of the basic methodology is rounded out in 
Sections 2 and 3 with the general definitions of adjoint systems and Hankel matrices, 
and their exemplification in terms of sequential machines, discrete-time linear systems, 
group machines and bilinear machines. 
In Part II, we provide row-recurrence and column-recurrence criteria for the “finite- 
dimensional” realizability of a Hankel matrix. Despite the failure of the Cayley-Hamilton 
theoremfor the non-commutative case, row-recurrence precisely captures finitely generated 
realizability for linear systems over a ring. Section 4 provides the necessary categorical 
background, using the general notion of an image factorization system (8, A) to introduce 
the notions of d-height and d-height (which both reduce, essentially, to cardinal&y for 
sets and dimension for vector spaces), with related categorical extensions of the concepts 
of Noetherian and Artinian. Then, in Section 5, we show how row-recurrence with 
degree d lets us build a realization of a Hankel matrix in terms of time-d reachability, 
while column-recurrence with degree d enables realization in terms of time-d observability. 
More subtle results require the categorical notions of injective and projective objects; 
these allow us to place linear systems over a ring (as distinct from over a vector space) 
into the present perspective. 
In Part III, we investigate the algebraic structure of partial realization, characterizing 
the way in which increasing inputs and observations (i.e. extending the set of m’s and n’s 
for which we consider the blocks &T~) lets us better approximate the canonical realization 
of a Hankel matrix. After looking to linear systems for motivation in Section 6, we devote 
Section 7 to a categorical analysis of subquotients which, though elementary, is new. 
With the theory of subquotients at hand, we can develop an absolute notion of finite rank 
in Section 8, with which we can crisply characterize the conditions for a partial realization 
of the Hankel matrix of an adjoint system in Section 9. 
Appendix A relates coequalizers to image factorization; while Appendix B provides 
certain complements to the discussion of Noetherian and Artinian objects in Part II. 
I. THE BASIC METHODOLOGY 
1. A METHODOLOGY FOR NONLINEAR STATE-SPACE DESCRIPTION 
It is well known [12, Chapter XVI; 19; 231 that a linear system may be viewed as a 
particular type of sequential machine. In particular, the reachability map I: U* -+ Q, 
which assigns to each input sequence in U * its reached state in Q, is conventionally 
regarded as linear, although in fact this is not true! (See example 8 below.) We argue 
that identifying a linear system with its sequential machine is obscurative, Rather, we 
emphasize that the passage from a linear system (B, Q, A) with B: U + Q, A: Q + Q 
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linear to its ‘dynamical interpretation’ (the phrase is Kalman’s [23, p. 241 (1.5)]) 
6: Q x U---f Q, S(q, u) = Aq + Bu with initial state 0 E Q is functorial. We show that this 
fact uniquely determines the reachability theory. It is our thesis that this happens in 
the nonlinear case as well. 
In this section we are interested primarily in the reachability question and so shall 
omit mention of output maps. 
1. State Evolution. Consider the discrete-time equations 
q(O) = PO 
dt + 1) = M(t), u(t)) (4 
with t E N = (0, 1, 2,...), q(t) E Q, u(t) E U. In general, it is desirable to have a collection 
T: J- Q of initial states (see [8] for a discussion of this point). The system is ‘activated’ 
by choosing j E Jand setting q(0) = I. This leads to the definition of a (J, U)-automaton 
for arbitrary sets J, U as a triple (Q, 6, T) with Q a set, 6: Q x U -+ Q, r: J-+ Q functions. 
We call 6 the state-transition function and we call r the initial state collection. 
Let U* denote the free monoid generated by U. By definition, U* consists of all 
finite sequences ui . . . u, of elements of U, including the empty one A. Concatenation 
is an associative binary operation on U*. 
j-J” x u* 3 j-J* 
u1 **a 11, , v1 ‘a* vm k+ u1 *** U&l *a* v, 
with A as two-sided unit. 
PI 
From the point of view of (A) we write an element of U* as u(O)... u(t) instead of 
u, . . . u, . Given a (J, U)-automaton (Q, 6, T), its reachability map r: J x U* +Q is 
defined inductively by 
r(j, 4 = 0 
dj, wu) = SW, $4 (WE U*,uE U) 62 
where we write wu instead of con(w, u). For example, r(j, flu) = 8(8(7(j), u(O)), u(l)). 
If 6(q, u) = Aq + Bu as in the linear case, 
r(j, u(O)... u(t)) = At+17(j) + Z(AmBu(t - m): 0 < m < t), 
a well-known formula. 
2. The State-Evolution Category. For sets J’, U define the state-evolution category 
Ev(J, U) with (J, U)- au omata as objects and with morphisms h: (Q, 6, T) + (Q’, a’, 7’) t 
being functions h: Q -+ Q’ such that 
Q AQxV 
J CD) 
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that is, 7’(j) = k(j), hS(q, U) = S’(hq, u). Such morphisms in Ev(J, U) will be called 
action homomorphisms. It is clear that the identity map is an action homomorphism 
id,: (Q, S, T) -+ (Q, S, T) and that if g: (Q, 6,~) -+ (Q’, s’, r’), h: (Q’, 6’, T’) -+ (Q”, S”, 7”) 
are action homomorphisms, so is hg: (Q, 6, T) -+ (Q”, a”, 7”). This provides the category 
structure. 
Now recall that an initial object, in any category, is an object Sa (the similarity to 
Kahnan’s notation [23, Def. 2.11 is intended; see example 5 below) admitting a unique 
morphism to every object. Initial objects are unique up to isomorphism [7, 4.6, 4.7; 
18, 1.1; 25, p. 201. 
3. Initiulity and Reachability. The reachability map of a (J, U)-automaton is 
an action homomorphism, the unique one from the initial object of Ev(J, U). 
Proof. Define52,,, = (J x u*, SJJ, 7J.u ) in Ev(], U) where 6J$: j X U* x U+ 
J x U*, rJsu: J+ ] x U* are defined by 
Then Sz,,, is-the initial object of Ev(J, U). T o p rove this, we must show that given any 
(Q, 6, T) there exists a unique function r: J x U* -+ Q satisfying 
JxU*- aJ3 J x u* x u 
W 
But (E) is obviously the same as (C). Hence I exists and is the reachability map of(C). fi 
In the general theory of machines in a category, each class of systems is represented 
as some category LZ’. But, as we said in the introduction, we shall usually regard a system 
as having a set of inputs, and a set of states to which the inputs may be applied. We 
suggest that the relation between the two pictures should be thought of as a functor 
which assigns to each algebraically defined system A in & a suitable (1, U)-automaton 
which is its “dynamical interpretation”. 
4. State-space Description. A state-space description is (&, J, U, D) where 
& is a category (the systems category) with an initial object L?. 
J, U are sets 
D: & + Ev( J, U) is a functor, the dynamical interpretation functor. 
In the case of sequential machines, & is just Ev(J, U) itself, and D is the identity functor. 
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5. Example: linear systems. Fix a vector space Ii. Let & be the category of (B, Q, A) 
with Q a vector space, B: lJ-+Q, A: Q -+Q linear and with morphisms h: (B, Q, A) 3 
(B’, Q’, A’) being linear maps h: Q -+ Q‘ that 
u m 
Let J be a one-element set and let the same symbol denote a vector space and its under- 
lying set. Then (~4, J, U, 0) is a state-space description where D: d + Ev( J, U) is the 
usual dynamical interpretation defined on objects by 
with 
D(B, A, Q> = (8, 6, Oh 
S(q, u) = Aq + Bu, 
0 = that r: J -+ Q whose image is the zero vector, 
and defined on morphisms by Dh = h. To establish functoriality, it must be shown that 
(D) follows from (F). Indeed, h(0) = 0 by linearity and hS(q, u) = h(Aq + Bu) = 
hAq + hBu = A’hq + B’u = S’(hq, u). 
To show (&, J, U, D) is a state-space description we must also show that JZZ has an 
initial object. To this end, for each vector space V let V” denote the weak direct sum 
of N copies of V, that is, the subspace of the product VN of all sequences (wO , r~r, ~a ,...) 
which are finitely non-zero. There are the natural injection in,: V + VB and the ‘shift’ map 
z: Vs -j I’s de&red by ino = (w, 0, 0,O ,...) and z(r~s, v1 ,02 ,...) = (0, v,, , or , ec, ,... ), 
both of which are linear. 
Define Sz = (in,, Us, z). This is Kalman’s Sz [23, Def. 2.11. To show a is initial in 
& consider diagram (G): 
U2!!.+ U%< 2 i-J% 
That 4 exists uniquely as a linear map satisfying (G) is essentially Kalman’s principle 
that “dynamical action may be expressed by module action” [23, Prop. 5.31. For the 
requirements on P force 
&I, u,, u, P.) = ~(C~m~%%) 
= ~+%%noum 
= CA9inou,,, 
= CA*Bu, 
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which shows uniqueness. Existence is routinely verified by defining P this way. Much 
more general reasons why Q is an initial object will be given in Theorem 2.9 below. 
The initial object QJ,, = (J x U*, 6,,u, rJ,u ) of Ev(J, U) endows the space 1 x U* 
of “initialized input sequences” with the structure of a (J, U)-automaton. In the same 
way, we think of the initial object .Q of our systems category ~2 as being the “generalized 
input structure” alluded to in the introduction, equipped with an appropriate algebraic 
structure. We now see that the dynamical interpretation functor allows us to relate 
initialized input sequences to this generalized input structure. 
6. The encoding map. Since Q,,, is initial in Ev(J, U), and since the dynamical 
interpretation 052 of Q lies in Ev(J, U), th ere is a unique action-homomorphism 
x: 52,,, -+ D.Q called the encoding map. 
7. Reachability. Let (Lc4, J, U, D) b e a state-space description. If .Z is a system in ,QI, 
its state-evolution equations are given by DZ. The unique action-homomorphism 
7: QJJJ + DZ is the reachability map of Z. The abstract reachabizity map of Z is the 
unique d-morphism P: Q -+ ,Z’. To see the precise relationship between r and P, note 
that diagram (N) commutes 
because all three maps are action-homomorphisms and there is only one such 
from G?,,, to D2. Diagram (H) is an explicit recipe to recover r from P. (When 
& = Ev( J, U), x is the identity map, and Y = P.) 
8. Example: Linear systems again. We return to the context of example 5. Here, 
J x U* g U* as J has one element. Let us compute the encoding map X: U* -+ US 
according to (C): 
xv> = 0 
~(~24) = q(w) + in,u. 
It is easily verified that x(u(O)... u(t)) = (u(t),..., u(O), 0, 0, O...). We then have from (H) 
that the reachability map is given by 
r@(O)... u(t)) = f@(t) ,..., u(O), 0, 0, O...) 
= CAmBu(t-m) 
recapturing our earlier formulation in (1). 
Despite the footnote associated with his (5.2) and Section 10.12, Kalman [23] creates 
the impression that as much as is possible, U* should be identified with Ug and thought 
of as a vector space. We regard this as a red herring. Indeed, there is more to observe 
than the fact that x is not injective (since x(O”w) = x(w) even though 0% f w in U*). 
For the ‘string-reversing’ character of x is of major significance in the system-theoretic 
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interpretation, and this comes from thinking of x as an action-homomorphism rather 
than as a linear map. (Kalman avoided the question by writing the strings backwards 
as u(t)... u(O).) 
One reason for “confusing” U* with US in the linear case is that x is surjective here. 
Hence, in diagram (H), r and P have the same image, so that the image of r is a subsystem 
not because r is a system homomorphism but because P is. As observed in [3], we can 
turn for the “antidote” to group systems where, in fact, the image of r is not always 
a subsystem. 
9. Example: Group systems. These were introduced by Bracket and Willsky in [ 111. 
Here & has as objects the systems (B, Q, A) with B: U +Q, A: Q +Q group homo- 
morphisms and morphisms h as in (F) but with h a group homomorphism. Imitating the 
linear case, we again take J to have one element and U = U. The dynamical interpretation 
is then defined by 
where 
D(B, Q, 4 = (8, 6 1) 
% 4 = w7w) k rou multiplication in U); and the initial state is the P 
group unit 1. 
That D is functorial is proved just as in example 5 above. 
We now construct the initial object Q (cf [3]; this was not attempted by Brockett and 
Willsky). For any group A, let A* be the coproduct of N copies of A [7, pp. 55-561. 
Each element of (A,, x N)*, where A, = {a E A: a # I}, may be reduced according 
to the rules 
(a, n)(h 4 -+ (ah 4 ( lo a is group multiplication in A) 
(1, ++A 
and A* may be identified with the subset of irreducible strings. Group multiplication 
is concatenation followed by reduction, so that for example 
[(a, 3)(h Ok ~)I[(c-~, I)(4 We, 7)M 011 = (a, 3)(U Ok 7U 0). 
The initial object is Sz = (Us, in, , z) where 
and 
in,: U-+ Us is the group homomorphism ino = (u, 0) 
z: Us + Us is the group homomorphism z((u,, , t,)...(u, , tn)) 
= (%J , t, + l)...(% , t, + 1). 
The initial object property requires diagram (G) for a unique group homomorphism P. 
Essentially the same approach as in 5 works: 
quo ) t,)...(u, , t,)) = q-p+&) 
= JJd~inoum 
= ~Atdiq,r, 
= nAtmBu,,, 
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(where n denotes group product), and one checks existence by showing such P is a 
morphism in d. Again, there is a more general reason why this works (see Theorem 2.9). 
The encoding map x: U* -+ Ur is defined according to (C) by 
XV) = 1 
x64 = (~x(w)xi~o4 
so that x(u(O)...u(t)) = (u(O), t)...(u(t), 0). By diagram (H), the reachability map Y: U* +Q 
is given by r@(O)... u(t)) = nA’Bu(t-i) as expected. 
In this situation, x is hardly an identification, being neither injective nor surjective. 
It is no surprise, then, that Bracket and Willsky observed that the image of r is not always 
a subgroup (although the image of P is always a subsystem). 
We close this section by showing that this “dynamical interpretation functor” 
methodology also applies to bilinear systems. The construction of the initial sd will at first 
appear ad hoc, but we shall exhibit the underlying principle in Theorem 2.9. 
10. Example: Homogeneous internally bilinear systems. Several authors such as 
[21; 15; 281 have considered systems with dynamics 
q(t + 1) = c %(O 4!zw* 86s 
for S a basis for the input space, with respect to which an input vector can be written 
u = C (u,: s E S). In general there will also be an initial state q(0) = ti. To embed this 
in our general framework, let S be a fixed set, let I be a fixed vector space and define 
a category & with objects the systems (T, Q, (A,: s E S)) where T: I+ Q, A,: Q -+Q 
(s E S) are linear and with morphisms h: (T, Q, (A,)) + (T’, Q’, (A’J) linear maps 
h: Q -+ Q’ satisfying 
Q-+-Q 
I (1) 
for each s E S. We now construct the initial object J2. 
B = (I, in,, (zJ) as o f 11 ows.fistheweakdirect sumof So x .!P x s2 x *a. x SW x 0.. 
copies of I. Notationally, we treat elements of S” as strings of length n. In particular, 
So = (rl}. We write an element off as (irnw: m E N, w E P) where i,,,, E I and, of course, 
i,, is nonzero only finitely often. Then in,: I + f and a,: f -+ f (s E S) are defined by 
(is(i))on = i, (i%(i)),, = 0 for m > 0; 
(Gdka = 6, if k > 0 and v = ws, =0 otherwise. 
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For example, ~m%(%, = i for m = 2, w = ts and is 0 otherwise. The linearity of irz,, 
and the es are easily verified. 
Next we establish the initial object property: 
The key observation is that for (i,& ~1, 
Thus any linear P satisfying (1) must be 
and one checks that such f is linear and satisfies (J). 
Now define U to be a vector space with basis S so that u = C (~2: s E S) is a typical 
element of U. Define D: d -+ Ev(1, U) by D(T, Q, (A,)) = (Q, 6, T) with S(p, C uq) = 
C u&l&). To verify functoriality, given h as in (I) surely hi = 7’, and 6’(hq, C U& = 
C z@A:(hp) = C u&A,(q) = h C 1+4,(p) = hS(q, C ug) as desired. Hence (5;4, I, U, D) 
is a state-space description. 
The encoding map x: I x lJ* --f f is defined by the equations (C) 
x(i, fl) = in,(i) 
x(i, wu) = C wz,x(i 4 
so that it is readily seen that 
x(i, u(O) **I u(t)) = c u*,(t) 
80...8tES 
and hence the reachability map r: I x U* -+ Q of (Q, 8, T) is derived from P and x 
using (H): 
(cf. [14, (2.4), p. 2721). 
Many authors emphasize evolution equations of form 
dt + 1) = (A* + c +a) dt). 
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These equations are easily obtained by an alternate dynamical interpretation D,: d + 
Ev(1, U,). Here * E S is a distinguished element, U, is the vector space with basis 
{s E S: s # *> and D,(r, Q, (A *: s E S)) has state-transition 6(q, z (~2: s # *)) = A,(q) + 
Fti;{g@. Functoriality is easily verified and calculations similar to those above go 
2. ADJOINT SYSTEMS 
In this section, we provide a self-contained exposition of basic notions to do with 
adjoint systems [4,6,9]. To start with, we fix the categorical setting in which the theory 
is developed. 
1. The base category. For the balance of the paper we fix (X, 8, &) where L$ is a 
category and (8, .M) is an image factorization system in X. We further assume that 
whenever (Ki: i E I) is a family of X-objects with 1 countable (i.e., finite or denumerable) 
then the coproduct u[ Ki and product n Ki exist. 
X is the ‘base category’ for the system category of Section 1. Thus, in examples 1.5 
and 1.10 X is ‘vector spaces,’ whereas in example 1.9 X is ‘groups.’ 
The construction of the initial object 52 for each system category may have appeared 
ad hoc, but will be seen to follow from a general principle below. To motivate the notion 
of adjoint process which underlies this general theory, we first restructure our analysis 
of bilinear machines (1.10) in terms of the following observations. 
Fix a set S. Write Qs rather than n (Q: s E S) for the product of S copies of Q; and 
S * Q for the S-fold coproduct of Q. 
By the very definition of ‘coproduct,” for each Q, R in X, diagram (A) defines a 
bijective correspondence 
S*Q 
g=k7,> 
FR 
between S-tuples g,: Q -+ R and morphisms g: S * Q + R. 
Similarly, by the definition of ‘product,’ diagram (B) defines a bijective correspondence 
Q 
o=<g,> 
----+RS 
between S-tuples g,: Q + R and morphisms g: Q + RS. (The two triangle bracket 
notions (gs): S * Q -+ R, (g,): Q + R s, for the unique induced map corresponding to 
the S-tuples (gJ are easily separated by context.) When X is the category of vector 
spaces, (gJ: S * Q -+ R maps (q8) to C g,qs and (g,): Q -+ SR maps q to (g,q: s E S). 
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2. Observation. S - (-): X + X is a functor if we define S * h: S . Q + S - g for 
h: Q-+Q’by 
s.Q-s”,s.Q’ 
q p?% 
’ h l ’ 
Again, (-)s: X --t X is a functor if we define hS: Qs + (Q’)s for h: Q + Q' by 
((3 
(9 
Proof. To prove functoriality of S * (-) note that any two maps out of S * Q which 
agree when preceded by each in, are in fact equal maps; for (-)” look at maps followed 
byprs. I 
For vector spaces, S * h maps (QJ to (hq,); and hs(q,: s E S) = (hq, - s E S). 
3. A Key Example. The system category of homogeneous internally bilinear systems 
(example 1.10) may b e e q uivalently reformulated as follows. Here X is vector spaces. 
An object may be written (T, Q, A) with 7: I -+ Q, A: S * Q + Q. The relationship to 
the original formulation is that A = (A,: s E S). Using (C), diagram (1.1) is equivalent to 
(El 
(To prove it, paste (C) onto (E).) The system categories for linear systems (1.4) and group 
machines (1.9) are also examples of this construction in a trivial way: let S have one 
element, and use the category of vector spaces and groups, respectively. 
4. Observation. Consider the relationship between S . (-) and (-)“. Putting diagrams 
(A), (B) together there exists a bijective correspondence between &-morphisms S * Q---f R 
and &-morphisms Q -+ Rs. We use the notation 
S-Q *-R 
Q7RS w 
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to:indicate that OL, /I correspond-that is, that cuin, = pr,/3. We now show that if Q ---ta Q, 
R -+b R’ then (F) implies (G): 
To prove this, consider 
s.Q’=-,S-Q-.&R&R’ 
Q' ---ii-Q -T-+ RS 7 (R’)S 
By (F), ark, = pr8. Hence everything in (H) commutes. Since the perimeter of (H) reads 
(&S’ * a)k8 = pr&@u), indeed (G) holds. 
Our discussion of the pair (S * (-), (-)S) motivates the following general notion of an 
adjoint process (X, Z): 
5. Adjoint processes. An adjoint process is a pair (X, Z) where X, Z: x + A? are 
functors provided with specified (but unnamed) bijections 
XQ AR 
QTZR 
subject to two requirements: the first is that 
(i) Whenever (I) holds then 
(1) 
holds for arbitrary morphisms a: Q’ -+ Q, b: R -+ R’ in x. (We repeat: conceivably, 
the same functors X, Z could possess two different bijective correspondences (I) satisfying 
(J) in which case we have diierent adjoint processes; but we wish to avoid encumbering 
the (X, Z) notation with a name for the correspondence.) 
(ii) For the image factorization system (8, A) fixed in 1, we require that Xe: 
XQ + XR is in B whenever e: Q + R is in 8. 
We have already defined (I) and verified (J) f or our motivating example (S . (-), (-)“) 
for vector spaces. It is also obvious that S * e is onto when e is. 
We note that providing (X, Z) with (I) subject to (J) is e q uivalent to a central definition 
in category theory [7, Chapter 7; 25, Chapter IV), whereby X, Z are adjoint functors, X 
being left adjoint to Z, Z being right adjoint to X. The reason for imposing the additional 
condition- that Xe E b-is to ensure that ‘the image of a dynamorphism is a subdynamics.’ 
This is fully treated in [6, lemma 3.7; 9, lemma 2.131. 
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Note: it is sometimes convenient to express (I) with /3 above OL and we do so freely 
hereafter. 
The approach we shall follow for linear and group machines [5] corresponds to having 
both X and Z equal the identity functor, in the categories of vector spaces and groups 
respectively. 
6. Dymzmorphisms. For any functor X: 3? -+ x, an X-dynamics is a .%-morphism 
6: XQ -+ Q. Such S form a category Dyn(X) whose morphisms 12: (Q, 6) --f (Q’, 8’) 
are given by x-morphisms h: Q + Q’ for which we have commutativity of 
Xh 
1 1 
h 
Such niorphisms are called X-dynamorphisms. 
Recall that an object in a category is terminal if it admits a unique morphism from 
every object. It was shown in [4,6] that reachability finds its general treatment (recall 
Section 1) in terms of the initial object of a category of dynamics equipped with initial 
states; while observability finds its general treatment in terms of the terminal object of a 
category of dynamics equipped with output maps. (As observed in [8], it is a special 
property of vector spaces that lets us equivalently represent linear systems via dynamics 
A: Q --+ Q with ‘initial state’ being the input map B: I -+ Q, or via dynamics 6: Q @I -+ 
Q, 6(9, U) = Aq @ Bu, with zero initial state T: (0) + Q.) We now offer the appropriate 
general definition for these settings for reachability and observability in the case of 
adjoint systems. Note that in each category, the morphisms are dynamorphisms which 
meet additional constraints. 
7. Adjoint systems. Let (X, 2) be an adjoint process in (,X, b, A). An (X, Z)- 
adjoint system is (I, 7, Q, 6, Y, C) with 
I&Q XQAQ Q-%Y w 
being morphisms in x. 
For each I in Z, the system category Jil: of I has objects (Q, 6, T) with 7: I + Q, 6: 
XQ -+ Q with morphisms h: (Q, 6,~) + (Q’, a’, T’) being .%-morphisms h: Q ---f Q’ 
such that 
Q A--- XQ 
I w 
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For each Yin .f, the observability category 0, has objects (Q, 6, C) where S: XQ + Q, 
C: Q ---f Y and morphisms h: (Q, 6, C) -+ (Q’, S’, C’) ,%7-morphisms h: Q -+ Q’ such that 
XQ '+Q 
W) 
J;a, and 0, are indeed categories, with identity morphisms and composition of morphisms 
at the level of x. This is immediate from the fact that X preserves identities and com- 
position. 
In Theorem 9 below, we shall show that &I does indeed have an initial object 52 in 
terms of which we may define reachability; while in Theorem 10 we shall show that 
Qr has a terminal object in terms of which we may define observability. To motivate 
the constructions we first recall some basic facts about sequential machines. 
8. Sequential Machines as Adjoint Systems. Fix a set U, and let X = - x U, Z = 
(-)c. Then X preserves d (onto maps of sets), and (X, 2) forms an adjoint process under 
the correspondence of X-conversion 
where /3(q)(u) = (x(q, u). An (X, Z)-adjoint system is then a sequential machine with 
initial state map 7: I --f Q, transition function 6: Q x U -+ Q and output map C: Q + Y. 
The initial object of &, is the 52,,, = (I x U*, S,,” , 71,LI) of Section 1, and the unique 
morphism 52,,, -+ (Q, 6, T) is the reachabiljty map of (Q, 6, T). To motivate the construc- 
tion in Theorem 9, we note that 
Ix u*cLpx U”gUX”I 
n>o *Y 
(coproduct is disjoint union in the category of sets) and we agree to write the last ex- 
pression as X*1. 
The terminal object of Oy is r = (Y”*, L, pr,) where L: Y”* x U + Y”* sends (f, U) 
to fL,, withfLU = f(uw). The unique u: (Q, 6, C) -+ r 
Y"* x u L + Y"' 
I I 
pr0 
\ 
OXU (I Y 
/ C 
QxU LQ 
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is indeed the observability map of (Q, 6, C), sending each state q in Q to its response map 
u(q): U* -+ Y which satisfies the inductive definition 
To motivate the construction in Theorem 10, we note that 
and we agree to write the last expression as Z,Y. 
9. THEOREM. For each adjoint process (X, Z) and object I, the system category J$ has an 
initial object 9. The unique map f : 52 -+ (Q, 6, T) is the abstract reachability map of(Q, 6, T). 
Comments on proof. Proof details appear in [6, Theorem 2.11 with minor notational 
changes. Sz = (in, , X*I, z) as follows. We define X*I as the coproduct 
U(X”I:m >O) 
where X01 = I, Xm+lI = X(XmI). The O-injection in,: I + IX* has the right form. 
Define the ‘shift’ z: XX*1 -+ X*1 by 
xx*I -% x*I 
x*I 7 zx*I W) 
where 8, in turn, is deiined by 
x*I B zx*I 
in, 
I/” 4n 
XrnI 
and fi,,, is defined by 
XpzI 3 x*1 
X”I s,’ zx*I 
The essence of shifting’ is diagram (Q) 
(0) 
(PI 
(Q) 
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To illustrate how (I) and (J) are used let us prove that (Q) commutes. We have 
XX”I 3 xx*I + x*I (d x*I 
XmI in x*I 7 zx*I 7 zx*I (11 
using (J). But by (0) and (P) @zm also corresponds to in,,, . Since both paths in (Q) 
have the same correspondent, they are equal. 
The initial object property 
x*I A xx*I 
ino 
/’ 
I 
I I 
I I rf 
i 
;xf 
+ 
1 
+ 
( w 
is immediate since to specify P is tantamount to specifying Pin,: X”I + Q for all nr 
whereas 
fin0 = 7 
i%zm+, = +%(X&J (3 
= S(X$)(Xinm) 
= GX(tin,). 1 
It is a routine if tedious matter to verify that the construction of D in the proof of 
Theorem 9 captures the initial systems of examples 1.5, 1.9, 1.10. (For groups, the A* 
of 1.9 with in,: A -+ A#, in(u) = ( a, nz) is the coproduct N * A [7, pp. 55-561. In 1.10 
with X = S * (-), 2 = (-)” we may identify Xm with S” . (-), 2” with (-)S”.) 
In a certain sense the construction of 52 remains ad hoc since there are few guidelines 
for constructing coproducts in an arbitrary category. But coproducts have many uses 
and it is likely that one would investigate this question anyway. 
10. THEOREM. For each adjoint process (X, 2) and x-object Y, the observability 
category 0, has a terminal object l7 The unique map 6: (Q, 8, C) -+ r is called the abstract 
observability map of(Q, 8, C). 
Comments on proof. This was proved in [6, Theorem 2.51. Define I’ = (2, Y, L, pr,,) 
where Z,Y is the product 
and 
CT) 
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defines L where 
XZ*YL"-Z"Y 
Z*Y~ZZ~Y - 
Consider the terminal object property 
If such 6 exists then 
347 
w 
I 4 
XQ ~XZ*Yc,Z*Y~Z"Y 
Q --y ZJ pr,+l ZZnY Pm 
Hence 
pros = c 
pr,,+# defined by ( W) in terms of 6 and pr,S 
w 
specifies 8. 1 
11. EXAMPLE. In linear and group systems (1.5, 1.9), F is the familiar r of [23, 
Section 10.31, namely (YN, L, pro) with L(yo , yr , yz ,...) = (yr , ye , ya ,... ), Indeed, 
since X and Z are the identity functors (U) gives L, = pr,,, and then (T) asserts 
pf,L = PYW which is clearly the map just described. The reason that group systems 
behave like linear systems in this case is that products for groups are the usual Cartesian 
products. The unique map 6 of (V) for (Q, A, C) is the familiar observability map, 
B(q) = (Cp, CA& C‘Pq )... ). 
12. EXAMPLE. Consider the bilinear example of 1.10, with X = S 1 (-), Y = (-)“. 
Here Z,Y = lJ (Yr”: n 3 0). As in 1.10, an element of Z,Y may be denoted (ynw: 
n E N, w E P) except, unlike in f = X*1, the ynw may be nonzero arbitrarily. The map 
PO: Z,Y - Y maps (mw) to yoon and L: S . Z,Y - Z,Y corresponds to the s-tuple 
L,: Z,Y -+ Z*Y with Ls(mw) = (Y,,w). 
Let us compute 6: (Q, A, C) + r in this case. (V) unpacks to 
S*Q -Q 
6PT” - Ys" 
Q - ys”+l g (Ys”)S prn+p 
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yielding the inductive scheme (X) for 6: Q * fl Ys” 
from which ii follows b 
(Y) 
3. THE DEFINITION OF THE HANKEL MATRIX 
In linear system theory, the input space G for (U, B, Q, A, Y, C) consists of infinite 
U-sequences (~a , 21r ,..., 24, ,..., O,...) of finite support, with u,,, interpreted as “input 
at time -ml’; while the output space P consists of Y-sequences (ya , yr ,..., yn ,...), with 
yn interpreted as “output at time n + 1.” The input/output map H: 52 + r transforms 
(uo , u, ,..., %n ,-.. ) to the output sequence (ys , yr ,..., y,, ,...) with 
yn = c CA”+nBu,. 
VL>O 
We may thus think of N as an N x N matrix of Y x U blocks, with the nm block 
H,” = CAm+B being the composite of two terms-a reachability term AnB reading 
in I to its contribution to the state q(O), and an observability term CAm reading out 
the contribution this state makes to the output y(m + 1) at time m + 1. The matrix (H,n) 
is called the Hankel matrix of the linear system. We now show that this notion is available 
in the general setting of Section 2. 
For the duration of the paper, fix 
a base category (,X, 8, J’Z) 
an adjoint process (X, 2) 
input and output objects I, Y in 3?. 
Write Sz for the initial object (in0 , X*1, z) of &, , r for the terminal object (Z,Y, L, pro) 
of@,. 
1. DEFINITIONS. Let C = (T, Q, 6, C) with 
I&Q XQ--“-Q Q&Y 6% 
be an adjoint system. As in 2.9, the unique &,-morphism 
is the abstract reachability map of C whereas the unique &-morphism 
(Q, 6, C> ---% r 
is the abstract observability map of C, as in 2.10. 
m 
((2 
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The total res$on.re of 2 is the X-dynamorphism (2.6) 
(x*I, 2) -L (Q, 6) ---% V&Y, 0. PI 
The Hankel matrix of C is the bisequence H,,,? X”I + PY of Z-morphisms defined by 
x*I 61 Z*Y 
in, 
t m 
xmI - PY 
%I” 
2. EXAMPLE. In the linear case (1.5, 1.8) the total response 3: N . U -+ YN is given 
by S(Z+, , u,, ua ,...) = (C CA”Bu,, , C CA”+lBu,, ,C CAm@Bu, ,...) and H,n = CAm+nB, 
as in our motivating discussion. 
3. EXAMPLE. In the group case (1.9), the total response 3: N * U -+ YN is given by 
a&l, to) ... (u, , t,J) = (C CA”~BU, , C CAtmflB~, , C CAtm+%Bu,,, ...) and H,” = 
CA”+“B. 
4. EXAMPLE. In the bilinear case (1.10) the total response (3P: X*1 -+ Z,Y is given 
by (l.K, 2.Y) as 
5. EXAMPLE. In the sequential machine case (2.8) the total response S-k I x U* + Yu* 
is given by 
tic u, **- %&l ... w,) = cqi, zr, *** zt,q *.. w,) 
= CS(**. 8(7(i), UJ,..., w,) 
andH,,,n:I x Un+ Y”“’ 1s given by the same formula. 
6. The bi-index principle. Given the families (Pm: m E M), (R,: n E N) of objects in 
any category in which the coproduct IJ Pm and product n R, exist, there exists a 
bijective correspondence between morphisms f : IJ Pm -+ n R, and bi-indexed families 
fmn: Pm -+ R, given by pr, fin, = 1z f m. The proof is straightforward. Given (fmn) 
uP,,,-A-tnRR, 
%/ ,,yfl /% 
Pm 7 Rn 112 
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there exists unique fm: P, -+ n R, with pr, fm = fmn and there exists unique f with 
fin,, = fm . Thenpr, f in,,, = pr, fm = fmn. If alsopr,gin, = fnm thenpr,(gin,,,) = prmfm 
for all n implies gin, = fm for all m so that g = f. 
7. REALIZABILITY THEOREM. Let H,“: XmI -+ ZnY be an arbitr&$ bisequence of X- 
morph&as. Let H: X*I -+ Z,Y be the unique x-morphism with pr,,Hinln = H,” as in 6. 
Then the following three conditions are equivalent (and we say (Hmn) is a Hankel matrix with 
Hankel dynamorphism H if these conditions hold): 
(i) There exists an adjoint system C with Hankel matrix (Hmn). We say C realizes 
(Hmn). 
(ii) (The Hankel crossover condition) For all m, n E N 
Hn 
pl+l~m+l,Z"y 
X”I --&+ Zn+lY . 
(iii) H: (X*I, z) -+ (Z,Y, L) is an “X-dynamorphism. 
Proof. Given in [9, Theorem 2.31. # 
8. Canonical Realizations. Let C = (T, Q, 6, C) be an adjoint system. Recall the 
abstract reachability map P: s2 -+ (Q, 6, T) of C of 2.9 and the abstract observability 
map 8: (Q, 6, C) ---f r of 2.10. C is reachable if P E 8, C is observable if 6 E &, and C is 
canonical if C is reachable and observable. 
9. CANONICAL REALIZATION THEOREM. Let (Hmn) be a Ha&l matrix with Hankel 
dynumorphism H and let H have (8, A)-factorixation 
H = X*I 2% QH 2 Z,Y. 
Then there exists unique 8,: XQH + QH rendering +H , 6H dynammphisms. The system 
CH = (4& , QH , 8, , PY,,~~) realizes (Hmn) and h as reachability map FH and observability 
map eH , and so is a canonical realization of (Hmn). Any other cam&al realization of (H,n) 
is isomorphic to CH . 
Proof. See [6, Theorems 2.1, 3.151. 1 
10. The Fliess Hankel Matrix [ 14, 151. In the context of example 4, the Fliess Hankel 
matrix is obtained by carrying the bi-index principle one step further: 
Here Hz:::;; = CAD1 ... A,“A, ... As1B and the indices (v, w) range over S* x S*. 
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11. The A~Zor,i ,&a&Z mat& [21]. Isidori’s generalized Hankel matrix for a class of 
bilinear state-evolution equations that includes those considered in 1.10 is different from 
ours. We shall not describe it in detail. Its general form is a bisequence (H,n) satisfying 
H” m+l = Hg+l in which H,?$ is a 2*-by-2n matrix. 
Both Fliess and Isidori were influenced by the linear case in deciding what a Hankel 
matrix should be. Fliess required maps I -+ Y (just as in the linear case) and an equality 
condition Hi, = H”,“. Isidori directly required Hl,, = Hg+‘. Our approach is also 
based on experience from linear theory, but on a higher level: the Hankel crossover 
condition is equivalent to the ‘shift invariance’ which makes H: D -+ I’ an X-dyna- 
morphism in 7(iii). 
II. RECURRENCE CONDITIONS 
4. AJSSOLUTE FINITENESS AND RELATIVE RANK 
In sequential machine theory we have results such as “if a state is reachable from the 
initial state of an n-state system, then it is reachable in at most n - 1 steps,” while in 
linear system theory we have the corresponding result that “if a state is reachable from 
the initial state of an n-dimensional system, then it is reachable in at most 71 steps.” This 
led us [l] to look for properties of objects of a category which reduce, essentially, to 
cardinality for sets and dimensionality for vector spaces. Interestingly, the general theory 
gives us two different “size-measures, ” one based on the 8, and the other based on the A, 
of our image factorization system (8, M). We devote this section to an exposition of 
these notions of d-height and A-height, and then define a relative notion of rank of a 
morphism; we shall give an absolute notion of finite rank in Section 8. 
We begin by reviewing the ‘subobject’ and ‘quotient object’ concepts that derive from 
the image factorization system (8, A). 
1. S&objects. Let Q be a &“-object. Given (A, m), (A’, m’) with m: A -+ Q, m’: 
A’ -+ Q in 4, we say that (A, m) < (A’, m’) if there exists (necessarily unique as m’ is 
a monomorphism) f: A -+ A’ 
A 
(4 
with m'f = m. Then < is reflexive and transitive so that (A, m) - (A’, m’) for (A, m) 6 
(A’, m’) and (A’, m’) < (A, m is an equivalence relation. The equivalence classes [A, m] ) 
constitute the subobjects of Q. Subobjects are partially-ordered by [A, m] < [A, iii] if 
(A, m) < (A, R) (the property is independent of choice of representatives). 
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2. Quotient objects. For Q a X-object, e: Q -+A,e’:Q-+A’in&‘,saythat(e,A)< 
(e’, A’) if there exists (necessarily unique as e’ is an epimorphism)f: A’ + A 
with fe’ = e. The situation is categorically dual to 1. Thus < is reflexive and transitive 
and antisymmetry classes constitute the partially-ordered class of quotient objects of Q. 
3. Reachability in Jinite time. Consider an adjoint system C = (T, Q, 6, C) as in (3.A). 
Whenever iki, M’ C N with M C M’ define XMI and inMMp: XV -+ XM’I by 
X”I = U(XmI:mEM) 
Define +M: XMI -+ Q by 
i,=Xd-+X*I&Q. PI 
(Think of tM as the reachability map resulting when inputs may only be applied at times m 
in MCN.) 
Denote the d = &’ factorization of PM by 
iM = X”I % Qw% Q. (E) 
As a subobject of Q, [Q M , cM] is well-defined (indeed there is a bijective correspondence 
between representatives of the subobject and choices of image factorization). Moreover, 
[QM t CM] G L&M' , CM’] when MC M’ in view of 
XMI 
inMM, 
l XM’I 
J eM’ 
QM----A-----+ Q,\,, (9 
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where the perimeter of (F) commutes because preceded by in,: X”I -+ XW form E M, 
both paths to Q are 4&z,,, , and hence f exists as shown by diagonal fill-in [7, Lemma 2.14; 
26, Prop. 3.4.101. 
Now define 
E = {O,..., m} for all m E N. 
Then [Q%, ,,, c-1 is an ascending chain of subobjects of Q. It is clear from 3.8 that C is 
reachable if and only if [QN , cn] = [Q, id,], ( e q uivalently, eN E 8; equivalently, CN is an 
isomorphism). Say that z is reachable in time t E N if [Qr , cr] = [Q, ido] (equivalently, 
er E 8; equivalently, cr is an isomorphism) and that C is reachable in Jinite time if C is 
reachable in time t for some t. 
4. Noetherian objects. An object Q of S” is Noetherian if every ascending chain of 
its subobjects is finite. Q bus d-height t if every ascending chain of subobjects of Q has 
length at most t + 1. By [9, Lemma 3.91 [Q N , cN] is the least upper bound of [Q,- , cJ. 
It follows that if C = (7, Q, 6, C) is a reachable adjoint system and Q has A-height t 
then 2 is reachable in time t; and if Q is Noetherian, C is reachable in finite time. 
5. Observability injnite time. This notion is categorically dual to 3. Given NC N’ C N 
and C = (T, Q, 6, C) we define 
ZNY = n(Z”Y:nEN) 
ZN’y mN’N + ZNy 
w 
I 
\l 
ST, 
or, @EN) 
Y 
and &: Q -+ zNY by 
NN 
6.N = Q AZ*Y lw +ZNY (1) 
(Think of GN as the observability map when observations may only be made at times n 
in NC N.) 
Denote the (8, &!) factorization of&N by 
n (TN = Q-QNCNtZNY eN (J> 
giving rise to quotient objects [eN, Q”]. When NC N’ we have 
QNL--I--+ QN 
cN ’ 
J 
ON 
\ 
ZN’Y PTN’N > 
(J-9 
.ZNY 
so that [eN, QN] < [eN’, QN’]. 
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C is observable if and only if [eN, Qr = [id, , Q]. C is o&w&e in time t E N if 
[er, Q’] = [id, , Q] (equivalently, cr E &; equivalently, e’ is an isomorphism). C is 
obseraable infim?e time if C is observable in time t for some t. 
6. Artinian objects. This notion is categorically dual to 4. An object Q of J?- is 
Artinian if every ascending chain of its quotient objects is finite. Q has B-hezght t if every 
ascending chain of quotient objects of Q has length at most t + 1. 
Clearly if 2 = (T, Q, 6, C) has Q of g-height t then C is observable in time t, while 
if Q is Artinian, then C is observable in finite time. 
7. EXAMPLE: Linear systems. For the linear systems of 1.5, X%U = % * U, Qm = 
span@, AB,..., AmB), Z’Y = Ye, Q” = Q/K, K = fi (Ker CAt: t E fi). For vector 
spaces, Noetherian and Artinian are both equivalent to finite-dimensional. 
8. EXAMPLE: Group systems. Consider the group systems of 1.9. It is not hard to 
show that Q” is the subgroup generated by the union of the images of (B, AB,..., AmB). 
Z’Y = YA and Q” is as in 7 (K is a normal subgroup of Q). 
In the category of vector spaces it seems clear that ‘finite’ = finite-dimensional. In the 
category of sets, surely ‘finite’ = finite. But in the category of groups, ‘finite,’ ‘finitely- 
generated,’ ‘Noetherian’ and ‘Artinian’ and their Boolean combinations present a large 
number of possible candidates. 
We now fix an arbitrary class 9 of x-objects, thinking of elements of 3 as ‘finite 
objects,’ and define rank relative to 9. We impose only one axiom: if f: F ---f Q is an 
isomorphism in x with F in 9 then also Q is in 9. 
9. DEFINITION. Let f: Q -+ R be a s-morphism, with (8, JZ) factorization 
f=Q “-T”-R. 
The rank of t if the isomorphism class of the image T off in the category .%. More 
informally, we write rank( f ) = T. Say that t hasfinite ranh if rank( f ) = T E 9. 
More generally, iffmn: Qm - R, is a bi-indexed family with induced map f: u Qm -+ 
fl R, as in 3.6, the rank of ( fmn) is the rank off and ( fmn) has finite rank if f does. 
10. EXAMPLE. Let (amn: 1 < m < k, 1 < 12 < p) be an m-by-n matrix of scalars. 
Identify each anzn E R with its linear map Amn: R -+ R, x -+ a,,,“x. Applying 3.6 in the 
category of vector spaces, (Amn) corresponds to a linear map A: R* 3 RP and the 
correspondence is the usual one. Since the image of A is the span of the columns of A in 
Rr, the usual rank of (A,n) in linear algebra is the dimension of the rank of (Amn) in 
our sense. More precisely, however, the rank in our sense is the isomorphism type of the 
image which, for vector spaces, has its dimension as canonical representative. 
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5. RECURRENCE 
We now introduce two recurrence conditions which enable us to characterize categorial 
senses in which a Hankel matrix has a “finite-dimensional” realization. 
1. DEFINITION. Letfmn: Qn -+ R, (m, n E N) be a bisequence of X-morphisms, and 
letd>O.Wesayp:n(R,:O <n <d) -+ R, is a column-recurrence morphism of degree d 
fm (fmn) ad that (fm n is column-recurrent with de&ee d if (A) holds 1 
QWI 
<f,":Osp<d) 
+ n (&a: 0 < rt < d) 
for every m E N. Dually, we say p: Qd + IJ (Q,,,: 0 < m < d)is a row-recurrencemorphism 
of degree d for ( fmn) and that ( fmn) is row recurrent with degree d if (B) holds 
u (Q,,,: 0 < m < d) ‘fm”‘o’~m<d’ r R, 
\A 
Qd 
for every n E N. (See 2.1 to recall the (m) notation.) 
2. EXAMPLE. Let X be vector spaces. First consider (A). Then there exist unique 
9,: R, -+ Re (0 < n < d) with p(r,) = Cp,r, . Thus 
d-l 
fmW = c PnfmW for mEN, qEQm. (C) 
n=o 
Similarly, in (B) there exist unique pm: Qd -+ Qm (0 < m < 4 with p(q) = C pm(q) ad 
d-l 
fdW = c fmnP&) for qEQe,nEN. 
m=o 
(W 
Now consider the case when fmn = H,,,” = CAm+nB: U + Y is a Hankel matrix. If 
(H,*) has finite rank we may take A: Q --+ Q with Q finite-dimensional so that by the 
Cayley-Hamilton theorem there exist 0 < d E N and scalars ho ,..., Aam1 with 
d-l 
Ad = 1 &A”. 
k-0 
57+0/3-6 
w 
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It follows that 
d-l 
H,d = CAd+mB = c h,,H,” (mM 
12-O 
which is an instance of (C) with p: Yd + Y, p(y,) = C X,y, and, alternatively, it 
follows that 
d-l 
Hdn = CA”+*B = c h,H,n @EN) 
m=o 
which is an instance of (D) with p: U + Ud, p(u) = (&,U,..., h&+). Conversely, by 
corollary 5 below, either row- or column-recurrence of (H,,,n) implies (E) for some 
realization. 
3. COLUMN-RECURRENCE REALIZATION THEOREM. Let (H,n) be a Hwzkel matrix as in 
3.7, and assume (Hm”) is column-recurrent with degree d. Then (H,*) has a realization with 
state object Q = n (FY: 0 < n < d). 
Proof. Define C = pro: Q -+ Y. Define r: I -+ Q by 
(F) 
At this point we must invoke a fundamental result from category theory [7, Theorem 8.2; 
25, Theorem V.5.11: a functor with a left adjoint preserves products. Hence, whenever 
pr,: P + Pk (k E K) is a product in x, Zpr,: ZP + ZP, is again a product. Our use of 
this principle is that diagram (G), where p is a column-recurrence morphism 
Z”+lY 
p ‘is+1 
/I 
Zlw, 
Q d ZQ (O<n<d-1) 
A1 
zps,&1 
P 
ZdY 
of degree d for p, defines 4: Q -+ ZQ. 
Define 6: XQ --t Q by 
XQ -d, Q 
Q-PZQ ’ 
(G) 
03 
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To compIete the proof we must show that (I&-) coincides with the Hankel matrix (ZZm*) 
of (T, Q, 6, C). We will show H,,,” = ir,” by induction on 1. Since both (H,n), (&n) 
satisfy the Hankel crossover condition of 3.7, the inductive step is trivial: 
H” - P:,l . m+1 - 
p+l 
m 
So we have only to show that H, O = ff,O. We shall, in fact, prove “for all 0 < 71 < d, 
H n = R n” for all m by induction on m. m 
Rmn is defined by (3.E) where F, A u are the abstract reachability and observability maps 
of (7, Q, 6, C). Our first observation is to apply (2. J) to (H) to get 
XQ-“-QeZz”Y 
Q TP ZQ ztsr,,b)> Zn+lY 
so that the inductive definition (2.W, X) of 6 becomes 
pro& = pro: Q + Y 
pr ,& = Z(pr,&l: Q + Z”+lY. 
But then it is immediate from (G) that 
PY,,~ = pr,: Q + PY (0 < n < d). (1) 
Hence the assertion to be proved simplifies to “H,n = pm,,finm for 0 < n < d.” 
Basis step m = 0: We have for 0 < n < d 
pY,fin, = pm7 (2.S) 
= Ho”. m 
Inductiwe step: For 0 < n < d we have (using (2.S) and (2. J)) 
= Xm+lI x(i'in'"'> XQ & Q AZnY 
XmI +in, l Q --z+ ZQ zp+ t Z”Y n 
Case 1. 0 < n < d - I. Using (G), the induction hypothesis and the Hankel 
crossover condition for (Hmn), 
P ,+ltin, = H;+l 
Hn nr+l 
so pr,fin,+, = Hn rnfl' 
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Case 2. n = d - 1. By the induction hypothesis we have 
XVf Q 
in, 
t 1 Pm (0 < n < d) 
X”I - 27Y 
HRB 
so that fin, = (H,? 0 < n < d): X”I -+ JJ (PY: 0 < n < d) = Q. Using (G), (A) 
and the Hankel crossover condition for (H,“), 
1. 
Prd-lr%+l 
P+bl2 
=p(H,“:O<n <d) 
= Hmd 
Hti+,d-’ 
So prd-lfin,+l = H,“1’, as desired. 1 
4. ROW-RECURRENCE REALIZATION THEOREM. Let (Hmn) be a Ha&Z matrix and 
assume (H,“) is row recurrent with degree d. Then (H,,,n) has u realization with state object 
Q=u(XmI:O<m<d). 
Proof. The theorem and its proof are categorically dual to 3. We just provide the 
construction. Define T: I -+ Q = iq. Defme C: Q -+ Y by 
(4) 
whereas, using the fact that X-since it has a right adjoint-preserves coproducts, 6: 
XQ + Q is defined by 
XrnflI 
‘%+1 
Xi& I\ 
(O<m<d-1) XQ ’ l Q (I-9 
Xiv+., 
I/ P 
X&I 
where p is a row-recurrence morphism of degree d for (H,~). 1 
5. COROLLARY. For linear systems (1.4) with U, YJinite-dimensional and (Hmn: U - Y) 
a Hankel matrix, the folbwing are equivalent. 
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(i) (H,“) has a realization with finite-diaensional state-space. 
(ii) (H,n) is column-recurrent. 
(iii) (H,,,n) is row-recurrent. 
Proof. By Theorems 3, 4 (ii) 3 (i), (iii) * (i). That (i) > (ii), (i) 3 (iii) were 
observed in example 2. 1 
6. FINITE HOM-SET COLUMN-RECURRENCE THEOREM. Assume (X, 2) is the trivikl 
adjoint process, X = Z = identity functor of X (as for linear andgroup systems). Assume Y 
has the property that for all n E N the set x(Y”, Y) of x-morphismsfrom Y” to Y isfinite. 
Let 9t be any class of x-objects Q such that each Y” E S and such that x(Q, Y) is fiite 
for all Q E ,F. Let (H,,,“: I -+ Y) be a Hat&e1 matrix. 
Then (H,,m) has a realization with state object in 9 if and only if (H,,m) is column- 
recurrent. 
Proof. If (H,m) is column-recurrent then there exists a realization with state object 
of form Yd by Theorem 3. Conversely, let (B, Q, A, C) realize (Hmn) with (Q, Y) finite. 
Then if 6: Q -+ YN is the abstract observability map, there exists 0 < K < d with 
pr,6 = pr,&: Q -+ Y. We then have for all m E IU: 
N*I -"-Q 
<pr”e:O(n<d> 
_____+ Yd 
since ( pr,b: 0 < n < d)Gtm = (H,“: 0 < n < d) (they are both pm,,&&,, when 
followed by pm: Y* + Y). (L) assets that pr, is a column-recurrence morphism of 
degree d for (Hnm). 1 
The reader may easily formulate the ‘finite horn-set row-recurrence theorem’ dual to 6. 
[I 1, Theorem 21 for group systems is fully recovered from Theorem 6 by taking 
S = finite groups, Y a finite group. 
The remainder of this section may be omitted at a first reading. It provides a number 
of technical results on recurrence in relation to projective and injective objects required 
to put linear systems over rings (as distinct from vector spaces) into perspective. 
7. Projective and injective objects. These concepts are well-known in module theory, 
but may be defined more generally, as follows. An object Q of x is projective if 
s e l R 
CM) 
Q 
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whenever e: S + R and f : Q --+ R are X-morphisms with e in 8, there exists at least 
one g: Q -+ S with eg = f. Dually, Q is injectiwe if 
whenever m: R ---f S and f : R + Q with m in A there exists g: S + Q with gm = f. 
In the category of sets all non-empty objects are projective (the so-called ‘axiom of 
choice’) and, as a direct consequence, all vector spaces are projective, all free modules 
over a ring are projective-indeed all free algebras of any sort [26, Chap. l] are projective, 
all in their respective categories with d = surjective maps. In many system categories, 
‘n input lines’ will likely be expressed by choosing the ‘free thing on n generators’ as 
input object. Hence input objects in system theory are often projective. 
Injectives have been less frequently mentioned in system theory (although all vector 
spaces are injective). But the results about then come for free by categorical duality. 
8. PROJECTIVE ROW-RECURRENCE THEOREM. Assume X*I is projective for all m E N. 
L-et d > 0 be an integer and let (H,“) be a Hankel matrix. Then the following are 
equivalent. 
(i) (Hmn) has a realization w&h is reachable in time d. 
(ii) (Hmn) is row-recurrent with degree d. 
Proof(i) * (ii). The idea is summed up in the diagram 
where Q, P, 6 refer to a realization of (H,“) which is reachable in time d. The (8, A) 
factorization of ra in (4.E) may be taken as ea = Ya, cd = ido . That ra = (Pin,: 0 < 
m < d) is just the definition of rd in (4.C D). It follows (by preceding with in,, 
0 < m < d) thatpr,B(&n,: 0 < m < d) = (Hmn: 0 < m < d). 
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Now XdJ. is projective because any coproduct of projectives is projective. phe trivial 
proof: If e, f are as shown with e in d and each 1, is projective then 
there exist g, with eg& = fin,; let ginU = g, ; then (eg)& = fin, for all 01 so eg = f.] Thus 
as ra E b, there exists p as shown in (0) and p is a row-recurrence morphism of degree d 
for (Hmn) since n cz N in (0) is arbitrary. 
(ii) * (i). In this direction the projectivity assumptions may be dropped. A suitable 
realization is that of Theorem 4. Here Q = u (Xml: 0 < m < d) and by the dual of (I) 
4in, = in,: XmI -+ Q, so that ra = @in m: 0 < m < d) = id, and, in (4.E), both cd 
and cd may be taken as id, . 1 
9. INJECTIVE COLUMN-RECURRENCE THEOREM. Assume ,PY is injectiwe for all n E N. 
Let d > 0 be an integer and let (Hmn) be a Hankel matrix. Then the following are equivalent. 
(i) (H,“) has a realization which is observable in time d. 
(ii) (Hmn) is column recurrent with degree d. 
The proof is dual to that of 8. 
10. NOETHERIAN ROW-RECURRENCE THEOREM. Let S be a class of S-objects satisfying 
(a) Every object in 9 is Noetheriun (4.4). 
(b) .F is closed under quotients, that is, whenever e: F -+ Q with F E 9, also Q E 9’. 
(c) 9 is closed under subobjects, that is, whenever m: Q -+ F with FE 9, also 
QES. 
(d) The coproduct of Jinitely-many objects of F is again in 9. 
(e) XmI E 9 for all m E N. 
Assume further that XmIisprojective for all m. Let (Hmn: X*I + PY) be a Hankel matrix. 
Then the following three conditions are equivalent. 
(i) (H,“) is row-recurrent. 
(ii) (HmR) has a realization with state object in 9. 
(iii) The state object Qr, of the canonical realization (3.9) of (H,“) is in 9’. 
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Proof. (i) * (ii). Use th e realization of 4 since, there, Q is a finite coproduct of X”I. 
(ii) z- (iii). Let C = (7, Q, 6, C) realize (H,“) with Q E F. If H is the Hankel 
dynamorphism of (H,“) of 3.7, it follows from the bi-index principle that W = H = 6H+H . 
Thus, using the notation of (4.E), we have 
I 
eN mN x*1---+QN--+ 
1 
e/ / 
fH / 
J 
P) 
Then e exists, as shown, by diagonal fill-in [7, Lemma 2.14; 26, Prop. 3.4.101 and e E 8 
because +H is [26, Prop. 3.4.131. But then, by axioms (b), (c) on 9, QH E 9. 
(iii) * (i). Since the canonical realization is reachable, it follows from remarks 
made in 4.4 that if QH is Noetherian, &., is reachable in finite time. By Theorem 8, 
(Hmn) is row-recurrent. 1 
11. ARTINIAN COLUMN-RECURRENCE THEOREM. Let 9 be u class of Z-objects satisfying 
(a) Every object in 9 is Artinian. 
(b) % is closed under subobjects. 
(c) 9 is closed under quotients. 
(d) The product of finitely many objects of 9 is again in F. 
(e) Z”YE9forallnEN. 
Assume further that .PY is injective for all n. Let (H,“) be u Hanhel matrix. Then the 
following are equivalent. 
(i) (H,“) is column-recurrent. 
(ii) (Hmn) has a realization with state object in 9. 
(iii) The canonical state object QH is in 9. 
The proof is dual to that of 10. 
For related ideas see Appendix B. 
12. Linear systems over a ring. See [27] f or references. This is the same as linear 
systems save that the category of vector spaces (= R-modules) is replaced by the category 
s of modules over an arbitrary ring R and R-linear maps. The table of categorical 
constructions for vector spaces in the introduction applies equally well to modules. The 
adjoint process (X, Z) is trivial, X = id x = 2 so that an adjoint system (X, Z) is just 
(V, B, Q, A, Y, C) with 
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R-linear. The state-space description of 1.5, 1.8 applies without change other than 
writing ‘R-linear’ for ‘linear.’ Similarly, 3.2 describes P, 8 and (Hmn). 
Our definition 4.4 of Noetherian coincides with the usual one in module theory. The 
standard definition of ‘Artinian’ for modules requires that each descending chain of 
submodules of Q is finite; but because S I-+ Q/S establishes an order-reversing bijection 
between submodules and quotient modules, this is equivalent to our definition in 4.6. 
For systems over a ring, the most commonly accepted notion of ‘finite’ is ‘finitely- 
generated module.’ Thus the following result lends credence to our definition of row- 
recurrence which, for modules, is characterized by (D) with pm R-linear. We note that (E) 
is not available for noncommutative rings in general. 
13. PROPOSITION. Let R be any ring and let U be a Jinitely-generated projective R- 
module. Let (H,,,“: U + Y) be a Hanhel matrix. Then (H,*) has a realization withfinitely- 
generated state module if and only if (H,*) is row-recurrent. 
Proof. By [27, Lemma 1.21, since U is finitely-generated, if 2 is a realization of (H,‘$ 
C is reachable in finite time if and only if the state-module is finitely generated. Now 
use Theorem 8. 1 
14. PROPOSITION. Let R be any ring and let U be a Jinitely-generated free module. Let 
(H,? U -+ Y) be a Hanhel matrix. Then (H,,,“) has a realization withfieefinitely-generated 
state module if and only if (Hmn) is row-recurrent. 
Proof. Use 13 for one direction since a free module is projective. Conversely, if (Hmn) 
is row-recurrent use the realization of 4, noting that any finite coproduct of free finitely- 
generated modules is again such. # 
III. SUBQUOTIENT ASCENDANCY 
6. MOTIVATION 
Consider the linear Hankel matrix H,,,” = CAm+B: U + Y (3.2), and its induced 
canonical realization H = eHtH of 3.9. Using the notations of 4.3,4.5 there is an ascending 
chain [Qiii , cG] of reachability subspaces of Q and there is an ascending chain [ea, Q,“] 
of observability quotients of Q. But now we raise the question as to what can be said if m, 
n increase simultaneously. 
For M, N non-empty subsets of N, let HMN denote the submatrix (Hmn: m E M, n E N). 
In the existing literature, comparison of such submatrices is accomplished using rank. 
For example, it is known, [23, Section lO.ll] that if rank Hm%l = rank Hi = rank wz 
= d then there exists a linear system with d-dimensional state space whose Hankel matrix 
(&,n) satisfies (A): = Hfio (a “partial realization of (H,“).“) 
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According to 5.9, the rank of HNM is the isomorphism type of QMN where diagram (A) 
commutes and 
MS U”“dN-QMN- ‘MN YN 
in, 
t T 
w, (mEM,nxN) (4 
u +Y 
HIXW 
eMN E 8, c,N E A. The canonical state space QH = QNN is a special case. If M C J C N, 
NC KC N then, intuitively, QJK is ‘larger’ than QMN and QNN is largest of all. We now 
show how to formalize this, with the objective of learning how to use (A) to get more out 
of HER than just its rank. 
Since QMN may be thought of as a subset of YN with inclusion c,# we may write 
elements of QMN as sequences (yn: n E N). Then there is a projection 
(B) 
when M is arbitrary and NC K. Alternatively, we may write an element of QMN as 
eMN(c brn. * m E M)). From this standpoint, there is an injection 
QMN -% QJN N eM um:mEM)++eJN(~dl:jsJ) 
((3 
jEM 
j6M 
whenever N is arbitrary, MC J. The following diagram commutes when MC K, NC J: 
N 
K 
,JN yQ \ x 
QMNL 4 QKJ 
CD) 
QJ 
(We introduce the notations - for morphism in 8, x-+ for morphism in 4.) Then (D) 
expresses two distinct ways in which QMN is ‘smaller’ than QKJ: QMN is a subobject of a 
quotient object, or subquotient, of QKJ; and Q,# is a quotient object of a subobject of QKJ. 
The two ideas are dual and the development of either (in a general category) provides 
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the other for free. We choose to develop subquotients because this favors the more 
realistic assumption of projective X”I as opposed to injective .DY in the system ap- 
plications of Theorem 7.6 below. 
The following diagram is obviously commutative. 
We wish to create an analogy between (E) and the diagram (F) of inclusions induced by 
two subspaces V, W of Q with V C W. 
m 
In (F), the top and bottom rows are subspaces of Q whereas in (E) the top and bottom 
rows are subquotients of QH . In (F) the ‘extra information’ inc,, subject to the com- 
mutativity of the diagram expresses ‘W is a smaller subspace of Q then V’ and, in- 
cidentally, also represents W as a subspace of V (note that if (F) commutes ‘and 
Ker(z’nc,) = 0 then necessarily Ker(incwV) = 0). Correspondingly, we will introduce 
the ‘extra information’ (GK, eiN, c& , eiN) in (E) as the definition of when one sub- 
quotient of QH is ‘smaller’ than another (in Section 7); and notice that part of the extra 
information represents QMN as a subquotient of QKJ, justifying the interpretation of 
‘smaller.’ 
We can now state the objectives of the next three sections. In Section 7 we use (E) as 
motivation to show that in any category with image factorization, each object has a 
partially-ordered set of subquotients. In Section 8 we show how the ascending chain of 
subquotients induced by a Hankel matrix leads to the notion of ‘absolute rank’ which, 
for adjoint systems, is always a measure of finite time reachability and observability. In 
Section 9 we will show that a single-step stationarity in both input length and observation 
time, as formulated in the language of equality of subquotients, leads to a partial realiza- 
tion. 
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7. SUBQUOTIENTS 
To our knowledge, the theory of this section-though very elementary-is new. 
Recall the fixed base category (X, b, ./I) of Section 3. Let Q be a fixed X-object. 
The following discussion parallels 4.1, 4.2. We use -++ for morphisms in I, >--f for 
morphisms in &I. Given (C, c, E, e), (C’, c’, E’, e’) with 
Cd--+E~Q C’&-+E’&Q 
say that (C, c, E, e) < (C’, c’, E’, e’) if, as in (6.E), there exists (QL; /3, y; 8) with /3 E 8, 
y E JZ making (A) 
C’ s-2 E’ 
commute. The existence of ol with ale’ = e [necessarily, ti E B as e E B [26, Prop. 3.4.13; 
9, Prop. 2.101 ’ IS e q uivalent to (E, e) < (E’, e’) in the sense of 4.2. Then (8, y) is just the 
(8, A) factorization of OIC’. The existence of 6 (necessarily in .M because c is) then asserts 
(C, c) < (I, y) in the sense of 4.1. To summarize: “(C, c, E, e) < (C’, c’, E’, e’) if and 
only if [E, e] < [E’, e’] and [C, ] c is contained in the image of [C’, c’] in E.” 
Clearly < is reflexive. We also have 
in 
1. LEMMA. < is transitive. 
Proof. Suppose that (C, c, E, e) < (C’, c’, E’, e’) < (C”, 8, E”, 
the diagram 
CR> CD bE 
Q 
e”). This is expressed 
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where II -++ Is x-+ E is obtained by (8, JY) factorization of ory’ and where I2 x-+ I3 is 
then obtained by diagonal fill-in. But this shows that (C, c, E, e) < (C”, c”, E”, e”). 
2. DEFINITION. A sdqdotient object of Q is an antisymmetry class [C, c, E, e], arising 
from the reflexive and transitive order above. The subquotients of Q are partially ordered 
by [C, c, E, 4 < [C’, c’, E’, e’] if (C, c, E, e) < (C’, I?, E’, e’). The following result 
shows that the ordering relation is not “too abstract.” 
3. Observation. [C, c, E, e] = [C’, c’, E’, e’] if and only if there exist isomorphisms 01 
and /I as shown. 
C >AE 
Proof. If [E, e] = [E’, e’] as quotient objects of Q then OL is an isomorphism. But then 
[C, c] = [C’, OI&‘] as subobjects of E so that p is an isomorphism. # 
We now show how subquotients illuminate the study of ‘ascendancy’ of an arbitrary 
bisequence fmn: P, -+ R, . 
4. Notations. 
fm”: P,-+R,, an arbitrary bisequence of X’-morphisms. 
M, N, J, K non-empty subsets of N 
PIM = u(P,:mEM) 
RN=n(Rn:neN) 
fMN: PIM -+ RN is defined by the bi-index principle (3.6) by 
pr, fMNin, = fmn (mEM,nEN) 
Fix an (8, M) factorization of fMN 
fiMN = PM “““, QMN ,eM”, RN 
Define Q = Q# 
anMJ- .  P , , . ,  -+ PJ when M c J is defined by 
. . 
tn,+fJt, = t?tm @EMI 
prKN: RK + RN when NC K is defined by 
P-93 PTKN = pr?l (n E N). 
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Next, we show that the specific constructions (6.B, C, D, E) can be carried out using 
only image factorization. 
5. Observations. Let MC J, KC N. Define GN, c& by diagonal fill-in 
PJ 2 QJK ,&, RK 
PA4 -+ QMN>- RN wN c&P 
as shown in (C). (Indeed, p~,,pr~~c,~e~~in~ = fnj = pr,,c,NeJ%tj so prKNcJKeJK = cJNeJN 
by the bi-index principle, and similarly cMNeM%nM, = c,NeJN, so diagonal M-in applies.) 
Then eKN E d because J e JN is, L& E .M because c,N is. ParalIeling (6.E) we have 
QM~ >r QNN 
C N 
The commutativity of (D) is trivial, using the bi-index principle and the fact that if 
cfe = cge with c E A, e E d then f = g (because morphisms in B are @, morphisms in .M 
are mono). We have then shown that [QMN, c& , QJ”, eNN] is a subquotient of Q = Q# 
for all M, N [ an d we will use the symbol QMN qua subquotient, suppressing pMN , Q# 
and eNN.) Further, if MC K, N C J then QMN < QxJ in the sense of the definition of (A); 
but this can be greatly strengthened by the following result: 
6. CONTINUITY THEOREM. Assume the context of 4,5 above. Regardpairs of subsets of N 
as a partially-ordered set by (M, N) < (K, J) if MC K, NC J. Assume thut each P,,, is 
projective in Z and that X has coequalizers [7, 1.10; 25, p. 641 (see Appendix A). Then 
the passage (M, N) H Q#from pairs of subsets of N to subquotie&s of Q preserves supretna 
of non-empty countable (= finite or denumerable) families. 
Proof. Let M, , N, be non-empty countable families of non-empty subsets of N and 
set M = R M, , N = f7 N, . We must show that QMN is the supremum, in the partially- 
ordered set of subquotient objects of Q, of the Q$ (we will use the subscript OL for M, 
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and the supersoript t?? for IV,). That QMN is an upper hound has already been observed 
in 5. Now let (C, c, E, e) be another upper bound, and consider the diagram shown. 
To explain the diagram, we 
c >“-E 
e 
c !\ 
-QNN- Q 
first apply the dual of [9, lemma 3.91 to the singly-indexed sequence f#: Q --+ Rn to 
conclude that Q# is the supremum of the QN@ as quotient objects of Q. This is why E 
factors through QNN. Let I be the image of C -+ Q# and then let I, be the image of the 
various I -+ QNa. Then I, is the image of C -+ QNs so that, by hypothesis, Qaa factors 
through IB for all OL and /3. We must show that QM N factors through I. The argument is 
outlined in the second diagram. The desired factorization QMN + I is constructed by 
diagonal fill-in. 
r 
Pa _3t QaB >- Ifl >- Q# 
This breaks down into three steps: (i) defining w E 8; (ii) defining $; (iii) proving that the 
two maps t = IJ Pa --+ C --t QNN and u = u P, --f QMN + Qr@’ are equal. 
Step (i). Define 8: u P, --+ P,,,, by Oin, = in,, . Then 13 E B. (Proof details (with 
almost the same notations) appear in [9, proof of lemma 3.91; this is where M = R M, 
is used.) Then w = eMNO: JJ Pa - PM --++ QMN E 8. 
Step (ii). Any coproduct of projectives is again projective, so each Pa is projective. 
Thus there exist #. and hence # as shown. 
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Step (iii). It is routinely checked that e$in, = 4Neols = e$&aU for all OL and 8. By 
the coproduct property it follows that 4% = 4% for all ,!3. From this we conclude that 
t = u as follows. Let h: QNN ---f W be the coequalizer oft and u. Then h E &’ [Appendix A]. 
Thus, as a quotient object of Q, QNN 3 W. On the other hand, $s factors through h 
because GBt = 4% and h is the coequalizer of t and I(, so that W 3 QN@ for each 8. 
But as QNN is the supremum of the QNs, QNN = W and h is an isomorphism. Since 
th = uh we have t = thh-1 = uhk-1 = u. fl 
Theorem 6 will be applied in 8.5, 8.6 and 8.8 below. 
8. AN ABSOLUTE NOTION OF FINITE RANK 
In this section we continue to use the notations of 7.4, 7.5. We shall also continue to 
use the notation % = {O,..., n} for n E N. 
1. Absolute rank. Given umn: P, -+ R,), a pair (M, N) of non-empty subsets of N 
is adequate for (f,,,%) if QMN = Q as subquotients of Q. The absolute rank p(fnw) of 
(fmn)is(r+ l,r’+ 1)if 
(i) (r; f’) is adequate for (fmn) 
(ii) If k < r, k’ < r’ and (k, K’) is adequate for (fmn) then k = r, k’ = r’. 
The uniqueness of p(fmn) ( w h en it exists) is established in Theorem 4. 
2. EXAMPLE. Consider the linear system B: R + R3, A: R3 + R3, C: R3 -+ R, 
B(x) = (x, 0, 0), A(x, y, z) = (z, X, y), C(X, y, z) = X. Then CAnB = idR if n = 0 (mod 3) 
and is 0 otherwise. Setting fmn = CAmfnB, Q is the span of {s, , si , ss ,...} where sK E RN 
are defined by 
so = s, = se = ... (1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, l)...) 
s, = sq = s, = ..* (0, l,O, 0, l,O, 0 ,...) 
s2 = sg = s* = ... (O,O, l,O, 0, 1,o )...) 
Q,r,” is the span of {$, ,..., jm,) where & denotes the first n components of sic . The assertion 
that Q,” = Q as subquotients of Q is equivalent to the assertions that 
(i) If (y. , yl , y2 ,...) E Q, (y. ,..., y,J E QiAa (“m is large enough") 
(ii) Each (y,, ,..., y,J E Q*’ has a unique extension to an element of Q (“n is large 
enough’). 
In this example, P(CA”+~B) = (3,2). 
3. LEMMA. Q,wN = QMN n QNN as subquotients of Q. 
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Proof. We have 
f 
,NN 
N 
(For simplicity, we will sometimes delete the subscripts and superscripts from the e’s and 
2s.) It is immediate that QMN < QMN , QNN: 
Now suppose [D, d, F, f] < QMN , QNM: 
QN~ id Q 
QM~> c l QNN 
QNN z- id l Q~N 
I 
D> d l F 
We must show [D, d, F, f] < QMK Consider 
57+‘/3-7 
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We already have oleEN = f. The crucial observation is that CX&.$$~ = ,eENc& = fczN. 
But as esN E d, if (I, 1, a) is an (8, J?) factorization of ti& , (fpMNN, 1, P) is another 
(8, ,ai) factorization of fcEN . Hence we take f = 1, ZY = u, whence uw = d has already 
been obtained. i 
4. THEOREM. Absolute rank, if it exists, is unique. 
Proof. Using lemma 3, (M, N) is adequate 0 QwN = Q 0 QMN n QnM = Q o 
QMN = Q = QNM. Hence if (r + 1, r’ + 1) is an absolute rank, r is minimum with 
QrN = Q and Y’ is minimum with Q$ = Q. a 
5. Single-step test. Assume Pm is projective and L% has coequalizers. Then if (fmn), 
M, N are such that Q&lcl = QMN = Q$&l for all k, p E N, (M, N) is adequate. 
Proof. Using the continuity theorem 7.6, since 
(N N) = Sup((M ” P1, A?, (M, N ” {PI): k, P E N) 
we have 
Q = Su~(Q~v~lc~ , Q!,+") = Q,wN. I 
6. PROPOSITION. Assume P,,, is projective and X has coequalizers. Then for any (fmn), 
if M = {n E N: n = 0 or Qz < Qx}, (M, M) is adequate. 
Proof. Write Q(N) for QNN. As Q = Sup(Q(M U fi): TZ E N) by 7.6, it suffices to 
show Q(M) = Q(M U ti) for all n E N. We use induction on n. For n = 0, this is clear 
as 0 E M. Now assume the result for n - 1 and show it for n. If n E M, MU ti = 
MU (n - l), so this case is clear. Otherwise, n # M and Q(rz - 1) = Q(e) so that, using 
7.6, 
Q(M " ff> = SUP(QW), Q(e)) 
= SUP(Q(W, Q@ - 1)) 
= Q(M u (n-1)) = Q(M). 1 
7. EXAMPLE. For example 2, the adequate pair (M, M) of proposition 6 is (Z,Z). 
Thus (M, M) may be larger than the absolute rank (f, ?). However, we have 
8. PROPOSITION. Assume Pm is projective and X has coequalixers. Let (M, M) be the 
adequate pair of Proposition 6. Then ( fmn) h as absolute rank if and only if M is finite and, if 
(r + 1, r’ + 1) is the absblute rank, both r, r’ < Max(M). 
Proof. If M is finite, n = Max(M) then Q,” = Qz for all k E N and so, by 
Theorem 7.6, (%, ti) is adequate. Thus r = Min(k: QlcN = Q}, r’ = Min(k’: Qg = Q} 
exist and are < ?t, and (r + 1, Y’ + 1) is the absolute rank of (fmn) by the proof of 
Theorem 4. 
Conversely, if (F, f’) is adequate with n = Max(r, Y’), Qx = Qgk for all k, so MC %. 1 
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9. PARTIAL REALIZATION 
In this section we consider a Hankel matrix H nn: XmI -+ ZnY for an arbitrary adjoint 
system. We continue to use the notations of 7.4, 7.5 for fmn = Hmn. Recall that ff = 
(0, I,...) n}. 
First note that as a corollary to Theorem 8.4 we have 
1. COROLLARY. Let Hmn: XmI -+ ZnY be a Hankel matrix, and let r, r’ E N. Then 
(H,“) has absolute rank (r + 1, r’ + 1) if and only if the canonical realization CH of (H,“) 
is reachable in time r and observable in time r’. 
Proof. Recalling the notations of 4.3, 4.5, it is only necessary to observe that the 
passages CQM , CMI t-+ QMN, k+‘, &“I * QN~ are order-preserving injections which 
preserve the greatest element. [ 
As a result of Corollary 1, we see that absolute rank for linear systems coincides with 
Kalman’s notion of finite length [22, p. 1011. 
We now investigate the relevance of subquotient ascendancy conditions to the formation 
of partial realizations. 
2. Simple recursion in system theory. A sequence v, in a set V is deJined by simple 
recursion if it is an orbit, that is, if there exists a function g: V + V and an element v, 
of V with v, = g”(va). Such a sequence has a special property: if for some n, v, = v,,, , 
then V~ = v,+~ for all k E N. 
The ascending chain span(B, A&..., A”B) of reachability subspaces of a linear system 
with state space Q is defined by simple recursion: let V be the set of subspaces of Q and 
define g(eu) = span(w u A(w)). M ore generally, the ascending chain of reachability 
subobjects of any adjoint system (4.3) as well as the ascending chain of its observability 
quotient objects (4.5) are defined by simple recursion [9, 4.41. 
Specializing to a canonical system and applying the proof of Corollary 1, the ascending 
sequences QN’, Qw” ( re a ive 1 t to H,“)) are defined by simple recursion. However, 
examples abound even for linear systems to show that, in general, the sequences 
QMA 
QiiiN 
QX 
(fixed M) 
(fixed N) 
need not be defined by simple recursion. If (M, M) is the adequate pair of 8.6, M may 
have gaps, that is, even if M is finite it need not have the form %. - 
Even though the condition Qiii” = Qs does not prevent Qg < Qz , we expect- 
at least for linear systems-that it is a partial realization condition. This is in fact so for 
arbitrary adjoint systems. 
3. PARTIAL REALIZATION THEOREM. Let (Hmn) be a Hankel matrix and let k, p E N 
satisfy Qdb = Qg as subquotients of Q. Then there exists an adjoint system with state 
object Q/ whose Hankel matrix (fimn) satisfies fimn = H,” for all m E h, n E& 
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Proof. Let X’I, E”Y be as in (4.C), (4.H). In the diagram 
e&x and c/m are isomorphisms. Now use [9, Theorem 2.191. a 
APPENDICES 
A. COEQUALIZERS AND IMAGE FACTORIZATION 
Given f, g: Q1 -+ Qs in a category ,T, h: Qa -+ Q is a coequalizer off, q, h = coeq(f, g), 
if 
Q 
R 
(i) hf = hg 
(ii) If rf = rg there exists unique P with ?h = r. 
Coequalizers are unique up to unique isomorphism when then exist. 
X has coequalizers if every pair f, g: Ql -+ Qe has a coequalizer. The category of 
vector spaces has coequalizers (set h: Q2 + Q = Qs + Qs/Ker(f - g)). The following 
result (unnecessarily assumed as hypothesis in [26, 3.4.2, 3.4.23, 3.4.251 as was pointed 
out to us by J. R. Isbell) was needed in the proof of 7.6: 
PROPOSITION. Zf h: Q2 + Q = coeq(f, g) for some f, g: Q1 -+ Q2 , h E 8 fw (8, A) any 
image factorzkation system in ST. 
Proof. Suppose given bh = ma with m E 42 as shown below 
Q l+Qz+Q 
1 1 
7' 
2 b 
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By [26, 3.4.111 it suffices to find (Y with mol = b. Since mf = bhf = bhg = mug and m is 
mono, af = ag so that there exists unique d with oJ1 = a. Since h is epi [7, Prop. 1.3.111 
and molh = ma = bh, mar: = b. 1 
B. NOETHERIAN AND &TINIAN OBJECTS 
We assemble a few additional facts relating to the Noetherian and Artinian objects of 
4.4, 4.6 and their use as a class 9 of ‘finite’ objects in theorems such as 5.10, 5.11. 
1. Observation. For any (X, 8, A), the class of Noetherian objects is closed under 
subobjects. This is obvious since .M is closed under composition so that any chain of 
subobjects of a subobject may be regarded as a chain of subobjects of the ambient object. 
Recall [7, 2.4.9; 25, p. 711 that a pullback of 
is a pair of maps a, b as shown 
Q1 - Q a 
such that 
(i) a6 = b% 
(ii) Whenever ab’ = ba’ there exists unique 01 as shown with & = a’, &r = b’. 
Pullbacks are unique up to unique isomorphism when they exist. X has p~l~acks if 
every pair (a, b) has a pullback. Vector spaces has pullbacks: set P = {(ql , q2): aq, = bq,} 
(a subspace of Q1 x Q2) with g(ql , qJ = q2, & , qJ = q1 . 
2. DEFINITION. (SC, 8, A) is closed under inwerse images if whenever 
then the pullback 
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exists and, moreover, TE 8. It is necessarily true that E E A! [26, 3.4.121. It is easily 
verified that the subobject [P, E] of Q1 is determined uniquely and unambiguously by 
the subobject [Qa , c] of Q; “[P, C] is the inverse image of [Qa , c] under e.” 
3. PROPOSITION. If (X, 8, A?) is closed under inverse images then ‘Noetherian’ is 
closed under quotients. 
Proof. Let Q be Noetherian, let e: Q - R and let [R, , c,] be an ascending chain 
of subobjects of R. Let (P, , ek , ch) be pullbacks of (e, c,) 
as shown. If c,+&, = c, defines &, then, since c,+,(#,ek) = c,ek = eck , there exists 
unique & as shown (by the definition of a pullback). Thus [Pn , cc] is an ascending chain 
of subobjects of Q and there exists N such that & is an isomorphism if n > N. But for 
n > N we have two (8, A%‘) factorizations of the same map: 
This induces an isomorphism as shown which must be $,, . a 
In both the category of sets and the category of modules over a ring, both ‘Noetherian’ 
and ‘Artinian’ are closed under subobjects and under quotients. This may be shown to 
be a corollary of the above proposition and its dual although, of course, these results are 
well-known. 
4. PROPOSITION. Let (X, 6, A!) be closed under inverse images. Then the following two 
conditions are equivalent. 
(i) Every strictly ascending chain of subquotient objects of Q is finite. 
(ii) Q is Noetherian and Artinian. 
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Proof. If [Ri , ci] is a strictly ascending chain of subobjects then [Ri , ci , Q, id] is a 
strictly ascending chain of subquotient objects. If [Si , ej] is a strictly ascending chain of 
quotient objects then [Si , id, Sj , ei] is a strictly ascending chain of subquotient objects. 
Conversely, if [& , c, , S, , e,] is a strictly ascending chain of subquotients then, as Q is 
Artinian, we eventually have [S, , en] = [S,,, , e,,,] = *a* and [R,+& , c,+J is an ascending 
chain of subobjects of S, . Now use the preceding proposition. # 
5. COROLLARY. In the category of modules over a ring, a module is Noetherian and 
Artinian ;f and only if every strictly ascending chain of its subquotients UJinite. fl 
6. THEOREM. Let (Hnz”: Xr”I+ 29Y) b e a Hankel matrix. Assume that (SC, 8, M) is 
closed under inverse images. Assume that each X”I is projective and Noetherian and that a 
coproduct of Jinitely-many Noetherian objects is Noetherian. Then the following three 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) (H,%) is row-recurrent. 
(ii) (Hmn) has a realization with Noetherian state object. 
(iii) The canonicaE state object is Noetherian. 
Proof. The hypotheses of the Noetherian Row-Recurrence Theorem 6.10 apply. 1 
Theorem 6 Applies to linear systems over any ring as in 6.12, with U projective 
Noetherian (since it is well-known that a direct sum of Noetherian modules is Noetherian). 
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